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ABSTRACT

Regression testing is highly-priced, but important thought-process-action in software testing. Computational complexity issues are gaining increasing attention as test case prioritization techniques mature. Test case prioritization techniques rearrange test cases to increase the rate of fault detection. The objective of the study is to have an in-depth investigation about regression test suite prioritization to improve the performance measures. In this paper we propose a new test case prioritization technique based on integrating tabu search and turing machine to solve the statement coverage and fault detection problem. This study analyzes integrating the tabu search and turing machine cognizant with regard to computational overhead by utilizing hierarchical order-based criterion to prioritize test cases. Tabu search is a searching tool to find near-optimal solution. Thought-Process-Action Turing machine is used to verify and validate that all the faults are covered by the test cases picked in the prioritized queue. The proposed technique give rise to the ordering of the original test suite so that the new suite, which run within a time-limit execution will have a increasing rate of fault detection when compared to rates of randomly prioritized test suites.

1. Introduction

Tabu Search is a powerful optimization procedure that has been successfully applied to a number of combinatorial optimization problems [1-6]. It has the ability to avoid entrapment in local minima by employing a flexible memory system. In [7], a simple TS algorithm based on short-term memory has been proposed for solving the unit commitment problem. Specific attention is given here to the short-term memory component of TS, which has been considered as the simplest form of TS procedures [7]. Rothermel formally defined the test case prioritization problem and empirically investigated six prioritization techniques. Four of the techniques were based on either statements or branch coverage. The remaining two techniques were based on the estimated ability to identify and detect faults [10]. Optimal solution is searched for a given
problem based on the evaluation of objective function. In previous studies, results show that most of the existing techniques could improve the rate of faults detection, but they have different performance and complexity in various situations. This study analyzes the tabu search with regard to effectiveness and time overhead by utilizing hierarchical order based criterion to prioritize test cases. The organized and methodological use of tabu search is an crucial feature of Tabu search. Tabu search belongs to the class of dynamic adjoining search techniques. In this paper, two most popular measure are taken in to consideration: statement coverage and fault detection are considered for test case prioritization. TABU search is employed as the adaptive selection methods for test suite prioritization. Alan Turing describes the “Turing test,” an imitation game wherein the intelligence of the machine is tested via its ability to sustain human-like discourse. Turing mathematically proved the Church-Turing Thesis [12] [13], stating that, any computational task that can be performed by any physical system whatsoever, such as the human brain, can be performed by a relatively simple digital computer called a Turing Machine. Basically, we introduce a set of turing machine and Tabu search used for expansion and transformation together with the CTM is used for fault detection. The new parameters of the tabu search are automatically adjusted and the input symbols of the turing machine represent additional items to be arbitrarily determined by the Tabu search algorithm or by the user based on certain constraints. The Proposed technique will be improved with the interaction of the machine and man-kind. Happily, the machine can think, process the input and act resembling human with important limitations. We may improve the performance, by the secondary approach, turing machine should be considered in the training process of prioritization. The execution order of the test cases was determined by the class of the test suite to be executed, the execution order is predetermined, except possibly for opportunistic optimization.

2. Proposed System
The objective of test case prioritization is to increase the rate of fault detection by reordering the test case with minimum execution time. The main problem with tabu search is to get away from local minima where the objective value cannot be decreased further. Thought Process Action Turing Machine is used to verify that all the faults are covered by the test cases selected in the prioritized queue by feed-back approach. In this method, the program code is modified, then recompile and run a suite of valid test cases against the changed program.

2.1. Tabu Search
The basic idea of Tabu Search (TS) was introduced by Fred Glover [20]. The basic concept of TS as described by Glover [6] is “a metaheuristic super imposed on another heuristic “. TS is a meta heuristic search capable of carrying the search process beyond the universal optimum. We proposed a technique that prioritizes regression test suites so that the new ordering will always run within a given time limit and will have high prospective for defect detection based on resultant coverage information. The pathway to the universal optimum is guided by the combination of adjoining searching and recording the past solution, which is maintained by the memory. The TS is basically used as an exploration tool. The exploration process is made easy by a procedure called move. The recently visited solution are removed from the search space and consider as tabu solutions. The move defines the next solution to be visited in the search space. TS examines the adjoining searching of current solution and it selects the best among all based on the objective function. The memory transposition and current solutions are used to generate the members of an adjoining list. In TS, an optimal solution along with the path, which is used for backtracking, plays an important role. The pathway to the universal optimum is derived from the adaptive memory, which becomes the feature of TS. The important objects of the TS are expansion and transformation. The expansion is based on the concept that ‘a good solution may be optimal or it may lead to the optimal solution. It involves the thorough inspection of solution and it’s adjoining list. This process is used to reach the optimal solution by fixing the direction of next move. The standstill at the universal optimum becomes the drawback of expansion and it is overcome by the transformation. The transformation process examines the unvisited solution so far and it may show the way for global optimum. The tabu list is used to implement expansion and transformation. Turing machine is also used for transformation. Transformation will thus trend to spread the exploration effort over different test cases of the test suite. The transformation phase is directed towards unexplored test cases.

2.2. Turing Machine cognizant or Thought Process Action TM
In the early period of computer development, Alan Turing focused on human mechanical (such as mechanical/electronic computers) calculability with symbolic configurations [12]. Mathematicians view the Church-Turing Thesis as an expansion of the capability of digital computers to solve mathematical and symbolic functions with a precision equal to or greater than the capability of any other mathematical solving system (such as a slide rule or the human brain) [12] [14]. The Church-Turing Thesis is that effectively calculable functions of positive integers (signals commonly used in modern digital computers and in the Turing Machine) should be identified with that of a mathematically precise recursive function. The Church-Turing hypothesis proves that a digital computer (operating on mathematical digital signals) may be used to solve all functions just as effectively, and with the same mathematical precision, as the non-computer like methods. Problems that can be solved in principle may not be solvable in practice using logic. We construct a CTM to make the set of rules less tedious. All test suites that are taken into account for preplanning. The execution order of test case suite is pre planned and goal directed with the option available for replanning the
prepared path if a time limit contingency is detected prior to reaching the preplanned goal. Re-planning is always a function of the contingency that appears in the area of the pre-planned path. Turing applied the computational capability of computers to human “thinking” and cognition [13]. In this paper we shall assume the same as Turing did, that “Cognitive thinking is a subjective experience”. The question avoided by Turing, through the invocation of a argument, is: What are the competence conditions required to perform symbolic computation and also generate the perceptive knowledge, that are practiced by all human observers?. The difference between human mind and a Turing machine is the set of variables that frame the input and output states of the system. The Turing machine can protract human like discourse. CTM is used to verify that all the faults are covered by the test cases selected in the priority queue. The program code is changed, then re-run a suite of valid test cases against the changed program. The TS-set Domain of Digital Computers Programmed by Tabu search algorithmic programming. The CTM set is the set of perceptive experience, understood by the human mind. The members of the CTM-set do not follow the rules of TS-set- symbolic mathematics. The Symbol between these two set must adhere to the computational requirements of the CTM-set and not the TS-set. CTM is centered on the existence of TS-set coding schemes that transforms the members of TS-set into members of CTM-Set, CTM=F(T). The new test suite is as same as the parent suite apart from one or more changes may be made to the new test suite test cases. The computational task performed on the (CTM+TS) –set in F(n) steps, where n is the size of the input, can be performed by a turing machine in G(n) steps, where F,G differ by at most a polynomial [11]. By not recognizing the independence of the “cognitive thinking” variable in the CTM-set, Turing, most likely, discouraged the search for a sufficiency condition applied to “human discourse” and “conscious thinking.” All the programming of the machine is performed with a finite, non-exponential number of steps. CTM machine may experience the subjective measures of visualization or thought that the test cases it interacts with. Machine learning is needed so that computers can discover new knowledge inductively from experience as well as deductively. Human interactions are required to make machines think and act like humans. Thus, if a machine can sustain humanlike discourse, and it is programmed to “pretend” that it experiences “cognitive thinking,” then it is impossible to prove otherwise [16]. And, “instead of arguing continuously over the point,” Turing himself states that “it is usual to have the polite convention that everyone thinks” (both humans and the conversing Turing Machine) [13]. Thus, Turing was not able to prove that if a Turing Machine can sustain human-like dissertation then it has a human-like thinking capability. But he stated it as a hypothesis. It is thus possible show that a cognizant Turing Machine exists, if it has the capability to transform members of the CTM-set into members of the TS-set. Then they are subject to transposition with a small user specified input symbol and value V. If a random number R is selected between [0,1] is less than the user specified value V for the test case CTM, new test not included in the current test suite is randomly selected from T to replace CTM. Instead of replacing the test with a random test, the test to be transformed is swapped with the test cases that succeeds it. The modified objective transition function may in some instances be replaced by another function. The process of making turing machine cognizant may include a new objective function§.

§= [TS+CTM]+ Expansion + Transformation

Thus we are capable to show that the cognizant machine exists under certain constraints. The new test suite is same to the prior parent suite excluding one or more changes to the test cases of the new test suite.  

2.3. Process flow of the Proposed Technique

Step 1: Collate the test cases. Collate the test cases elicited during the testing, and give the stakeholders the chance to contribute new ones. Prioritize these test cases based on tabu search satisfying the business goals and choose the top one-third for further testing.

Step 2: Refine test cases: Refine the test cases output from step 1, focusing on their stimulus response measures. Elicit the worst case, current, desired, and best case quality attribute response level for each test suite.

Step 3: Prioritize test cases. Assign a weight of 1.0 to the highest rated test cases; assign the other test cases a weight relative to the highest rated. Make a list of quality attributes that concern the stakeholders.

Step 4: Assign utility. The utility for each test suite is assigned possibly on time budget. A utility score of 0 represented no utility. A score greater than 0 represented the utility possible execution.

Step 5: Develop the Cognizant Turing Machine strategy for each test suite and determine their faults identified and its execution time levels. Develop the turing machine strategy that address the chosen test suite and determine the fault.

We must perform cognizant turing machine computation to calculate the total number of faults. We use CTM to detect more faults earlier in the execution of test cases. Intelligent prioritization can be done by CTM. Reconsidering the individual exploration strategy.

Step 6: Determine the utility of the “expected” quality attribute response levels by interpolation [Machine-Man Kind]. Determine the average number of faults detected per unit time. Do this for each relevant quality attribute enumerated in step 3.

Step 7: Calculate the total benefit obtained from the combined strategy. Subtract the utility value of the current level from the expected level and normalize it using the weight scheme elicited in step 3. Sum the benefit due to a individual strategy across all test cases and across all relevant quality attributes such as time, error rate, etc.

Step 8: Choose combined strategies based on schedule constraints. Determine the cost and schedule
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Step 9: Confirm the results with intuition [20]. For the chosen individual strategy, consider whether these seem to align with the time based constraint ordering of test cases. If there are significant issues, perform another iteration of these steps to reorder the test cases.

3. Conclusion and Future Work

This technique has been proposed to prioritize test cases using Tabu search and turing machine. Integration in this area is still incomplete. The ordering of test cases can exploit only relatively common test case information. Steps toward more complexity show up in the integration of meta models to describe the sharing, distribution, data merging between these two approaches. The most significant aspect of this design is that the input and output of the proposed technique is incremental, so a component that needs to understand their operation must retain and update a history of the interaction.
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